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Calpine: National Portfolio of Nearly 27,000 MW

Geographic
Diversity

Dispatch
Flexibility

As of 7/1/2015

•
•
•
•

Geographically diversified portfolio: Scale in three most competitive power markets in America
Largest operator of combined heat and power (cogeneration) technology in America
Largest geothermal power producer in America
Featuring one of smallest environmental footprints in America’s power generation sector
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Calpine has a total California footprint of ~6.4 GW
CAISO Asset Profile:

Current Generating Assets:
Efficient, flexible
combined-cycle
Quick-ramping (peaking)
simple-cycle / Other

564 MW

Renewable baseload
geothermal

725 MW

Total
Combined Cycle
Geothermal
Simple Cycle

5,070 MW

6,359 MW

New Plants Added in 2013:

Geysers
Location: Middletown, CA
Capacity: 725 MW
Technology: Geothermal
Configuration: 15 plants
Map from Energy Velocity
1: Represents total plant capacity, of which CPN is a 75% owner

• Russell City Energy Center
– 619 MW1 Natural gas-fired
combined-cycle
– Located in Hayward, CA
– Operating partnership with GE
• Los Esteros Critical Energy Facility
– 309 MW Natural gas-fired
combined-cycle
– Located in San Jose, CA
– Conversion of existing simple-cycle
to efficient combined-cycle
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Intro

• The problem
– Will cycling increase at high penetrations of renewables?
– How is gas-fired generation expected to operate at higher penetrations of
renewables?
– Is the cost of cycling uncompensated?
– Are merchant economics sufficient to support the continued operation of
merchant conventional generation?
• Potential solutions
– Energy market changes
– Capacity market changes
• Flexible RA
• Generic RA
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Growth in renewables
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CEERT/NREL Low Carbon Grid Study—at high renewable penetrations,
CCGTs run close to fully loaded when they run

•
•
•

•

Hourly production cost simulations
33%, >50%, >66% RPS cases
At high penetrations of renewables, CCGTs
run at low capacity factors overall but high
capacity factors/fully loaded once they
are committed
Storage, DR, and interchange provide
operational flexibility
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Cycling costs are low
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CAISO mechanism for recovering commitment costs

• BCR
• Wear and tear can be included in commitment costs:
In a competitive market, suppliers will submit offers at prices that reflect the
marginal costs of supplying the product, i.e., the incremental costs of supplying
the product. Therefore, market rules in wholesale electricity markets designed to
mitigate market power must allow generators to reflect all costs that are marginal
to the decision to start and run generating units. Certain types of “major
maintenance” costs are incurred infrequently and may appear to be fixed costs
(and not marginal costs). However, the frequency is directly correlated with
starting the unit and/or running the unit for a period of time after the unit has
started. Therefore, the major maintenance costs are marginal costs with respect
to starting or running the unit.

• Cost recovery for a specific start for a specific resource is not the issue
– Limiting infra-marginal rents to other resources?
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Inexpensive upgrades to reduce cycling costs are readily available
Details & Impacts

Upgrade
Gas Turbine Upgrades
OEM Advanced Low Load Turndown Package

•

Reduces 2x1 Min Load by approx. 85 MW

Ramp Rate Upgrade

•

Increases ramp rate to 24 MW/min in 2x1
configuration
Increases spinning reserve for A/S market

•
Steam Turbine & HRSG Upgrades
Thermal Blankets

•

Keeps steam turbine warm offline to decrease
start times

Steam Bypass

•
•

Reconfigure system to allow faster starts
Thermally decouples gas turbine and steam
turbine allowing independent control

Purge Credit

•

HRSG purge on shutdown; eliminates standard
purge on startup

Electric/Gas Auxiliary Boilers

•

Maintains vacuum in condenser during offline
hours and keeps HRSG warm

Cost Estimate:
• Suite of Flex Upgrades: $80-120/kW (based on total plant capacity)
• New Build Natural Gas Generation: $1,200 -1,600/kW
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Merchant CCGT economics
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Calpine merchant and contracted economics
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NREL/Calpine LOLP study—load and resource balance might occur by 2024
Low Capacity

Base

Hydro Available (MW)

4,730

5,951

High
Capacity
7,428

Imports (MW)

8,300

9,500

10,100

PV Capacity Credit

N/A

Base LTPP Data

1.75x

Diablo Canyon

Retired

Included

N/A

RPS

N/A

33% OR 40%

N/A

Base
LOLE
(days)

Base
LOLH
(hours)

Base EUE Incremental capacity to
(MWh)
meet 1-in-10

33% Base

0.03

1.54%

0.03

15.1

-770

33% Low

4.52

100.00%

10.00

11558.5

3760

33% High

0.00

0.01%

0.00

0.1

-3100

40% Base
40% Low

0.01

0.61%

0.01

4.9

-1251

4.06

100.00%

6.25

6460.2

3300

0.00

0.00%

0.00

0.0

-3590

40% High
•
•
•

Max
LOLP
(%)

Traditional LOLP/reliability analysis
Range of surplus/deficit depends on assumptions about Diablo,hydro, imports, PV profiles
Conservative in the sense that reserve shortages were not deemed loss of load events
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CAISO energy market reforms

• CME
– Reflect commitment costs to address contingencies in LMP
– $?
• Flexi-ramp
– Explicitly price capacity reserved to accommodate short-term ramping in the real-time
market as a reserve
• Feedback to LMP as the result of co-optimization
• LMP suppression by limiting scarcity/parameter pricing
• Flexi-ramp constraint worth ~$6 million in 2014
• Are these likely to yield tens of $/kW-year in missing money?
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Flexible RA
• Requirement to procure capacity that is capable of ramping over three hours
• Problems with flexible RA
– Flexible capacity is not scarce
– FCRs not based on objective reliability requirement
• No flexible RA equivalent of 1-in-10
• Ramping is not a reliability problem—ramps can be managed by curtailing renewables
• Poorly targeted
– Steam units count
» No consideration of the uplift costs associated with reliance on steam units to meet
large ramps
» No consideration of forecast error, i.e., the fact that steam units cannot be used to
meat ramps that are not anticipated day-ahead (or earlier)
• Potential solutions
• Rely more on spot markets
– More flexible resources will have lower net GFFC
• More granular flexible RA requirements
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Generic RA

• Renewable over-counting
– PRM projections show over-supply through the next decade, but
– Reliability analyses suggest that the system will be close to 1-in-10
– Over-counting of renewables accounts for a large portion of the gap
• Shift in RA counting of renewables under way (State law requires the use
of ELCC but implementation has been slow)
• Managing the transition of the conventional fleet
– ~10 GW of OTC generation expected to retire over the next ~5 years
– Significant procurement of this OTC generation to meet generic and flexible RA
requirements
• Should modern conventional generation continue to operate with the
• Diablo Canyon retirement
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